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Abstract
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Myou uses blockchain ecological technology to empower the animation
field to create a new animation model on the chain.
Adhering to the concept of highly liberalized animation ecological environment,
Myou is dedicated to creating a decentralized animation ecology.
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Myou Token (referred to as MYOU) is a non-profit organization established in Singapore, and MYOU is based on blockchain technology to create a new form of collaborative creation ecological network for the animation industry worldwide. The world's
animation creators will quickly and effectively dock to form a new way of production
creation. Myou uses the unique non-tamperable distributed ledger record feature of
the blockchain, and constructed the animation traceability cloud platform through the
cross-chain agreement with Ethereum. Meanwhile the animation IP development,
creation, public relations, and animation in the process of distribution and terminal
consumption, protection of copyright, and precise marketing during the process of
information animation traceability, copyright protection, precision marketing problems are solved through the sub-chain of the landing project and the corresponding
DAPP application. It provides animation IP developers with a fast and efficient development of cloud service collection, and solve the problem of “infringement and trust”
for distribution enterprises and consumers.
The Myou Token ecosystem includes the main-chain and cloud platform, developers, copyright companies, and consumers.
Cloud platforms, developers, copyright companies, and consumers can drive
network development and collaborative creation based on trusted smart contracts.
Network automation and security through blockchain technology, and the overall
ecology through cross-chaining.
MYOU as the main production and production “factory” connects and creates more
animations in the field of pan-entertainment, to provide rich content for the chain
animation, and use MYOU as the circulation to build the overall ecology.
The cloud platform supports and sponsors developers create for application development as a core mechanism. Capital, technology and creativity can be integrated
through blockchains and smart contracts under this mechanism.
MYOU uses the blockchain as the bottom layer to achieve large-scale collaboration,
establish a new mechanism, connect the creator and the demand side, and form a
set from inspiration incubation, self-organizing collaborative creation to creating a
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creative studio, copyright custom trading, institutions. A new global integrated ecological network, such as Fanglian Collaboration, has opened a second revolution in
the field of cultural creation.
In terms of business model, MYOU builds a basic blockchain platform and provides
a smart contract interface. Developers provide customers with blockchain traceability copyright protection technology solutions through the platform, and customers pay
corresponding fees meanwhile consumers can get different rewards from copyright
companies by freely scan QR code.
Myou's design of the business model, the core concept of building a basic platform,
allowing more technology developers to join the ecology, and promote more brand
customers to the animation IP copyright. It allows Myou to quickly enter the market
and capture the market.
First, the blockchain is different from the common centralized information storage
mechanism. The decentralized nature determines the openness and equality of the
blockchain by many nodes to jointly maintain data.
Second, the added information to the blockchain will be stored permanently, and a
single node will not be able to modify the data, so the data stability of the blockchain
is higher, and it is irreversible and non-repudiation.
Third, anyone can query the blockchain data in a public interface to share and
exchange data throughout the system, so the blockchain maintains a high degree of
openness and transparency of system information.
Myou will use the blockchain technology and the certificate of economic incentives
to restructure the cost structure of the animation industry, improve the free circulation
of upstream and downstream resources for the animation community, provide users
with a more fair and transparent animation ecology, and bring new opportunities and
flows to animation manufacturers.
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Background
2.1 The current status of the animation market
At present, the scale of China's secondary market has continued to expand, and
only the market size of the animation industry has reached 150 billion yuan in 2017.
According to experts, the size of the animation industry market will exceed 250
billion yuan in 2020.
Myou is aiming at the great potential of the development of the 2-D culture in
China, and will invest a lot of manpower and resources to focus on serving the secondary users and promoting the orderly development of China's secondary
culture.
Among them, cartoon books, animation APP, and web animation have become the
most important areas of user gathering. Thanks to the large-scale popularization of
smartphones, Anime APP has become the most important market in the animation
industry, accounting for more than 86% of animation users.
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Based on this background, Myou is mainly divided into the following steps to
achieve:
1. Establish a collaborative creation platform based on blockchain for resource
docking and self-organization.
2. Cloud platform, developers, copyright companies, consumers, to achieve a complete network ecosystem.
3. TOKEN trading platform based on blockchain.
4. Data talent pool and creative management tools to create a complete collaborative creation mechanism.
5. Ecosystem-based use case and application level interactions.
2.2 Revolution faced by the animation industry
2.2.1 Severely Centralized Market
The current animation industry is heavily centralized and monopolized by big companies; homogeneity is prevalent, leaving only a few niches for artists to survive.
Creative animation ideas seldom have an opportunity to enter the public eye and
find development teams for product realization and it is even harder to encounter
a reliable market to manage the entire life cycle of the entire animation IP.
2.2.2 Inefficiency of traditional animation distribution mode
Traditional animation IP creation crowdfunding often adopts a centralized distribution platform such as “Quick Look”. The screening of IP screening is not transparent
and efficient, the return of creators is unreasonable, the distribution process is not
monitored, and the use of copyright is not transparent and open. It affects the
healthy development of the entire animation industry thus the interests of the
ultimate creators cannot be guaranteed, and the confidence of potential consumers in the future will be frustrated.
2.2.3 Animation IP copyright is not guaranteed
The centralized animation platform operator is a common phenomenon for the
purpose of making a variety of profitable purposes by privately transferring the
animation content to a third-party platform, creating false traffic and forcibly registering the copyright of others' works. The copyright of the works of animation creators cannot be effectively protected, and often it is impossible to obtain a fair
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return and the excellent works cannot be continuously updated.
2.2.4

Anime IP traffic black-box operation, lack of fairness

Common types of animation IP applications include comics, animations, games,
peripheral products, IP output, etc. In the above-mentioned animation IP application types, there are usually traffic statistics to measure the animation IP contribution to pay the author's reward. The animation distribution platform and operators
control the statistics of traffic by using black box operations on the server or even
directly generating fake data, which makes the return of the animation IP authors
very limited and unfair.
2.2.5 Electronic version of the product cannot be resold
Customers who purchase traditional anime books or peripheral products not only
have the value of the product itself, but also have the value of collection and resale.
In the electronic version of the sales process, the attributes of collection and resale
were completely cancelled. Customers have generated value in promoting their
favorite anime IP, but they cannot be reflected in the form of quantitative economy.
2.2.6 Inefficiency of distribution and promotion
On one hand, the animation promotion channel connects animation IP operators
and creative developers. On the other hand, it will recommend animation users to
the animation IP, and get revenue from it. However, the copyright of the animation
IP belongs only to the animation operator. The quality evaluation and revenue
acquisition of the animation promotion channel depend on the “trust relationship”
with the animation operator. The animation promotion channel can't get the real
promotion efficiency feedback, which leads to the decline of the animation channel
promotion efficiency, which cannot be further optimized and transformed.
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Myou protocol
and
technical architecture
The Myou protocol is built on many existing open source projects,
open protocols, and distributed systems
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3.1 Design Concept
At present, the bottom ecology of block chain animation is not clear, a large number
of animation ecology is being developed and set up, the standard has not yet been
unified and if the animation chain is up, the performance is worrying. At present, the
animation platform is simple in mechanism and short in life cycle. The token economic design is a new demand for talents. Talents who understand the block chain
and animation are scarce. Myou's core logic and animation operation logic will be
based on Intelligent contracts, and all key data such as animation digital assets, core
operations in the animation process and the results of random number generation
will be recorded on the chain, all behaviors will be open and transparent.
Data other than critical data, such as descriptive text, images, reviews, credits, etc.,
will be stored on top of IPFS and linked to relevant smart contracts. In this way, Myou
can achieve better scalability and reduce unnecessary fuel costs.
Myou not only expects the technical breakthrough of Plasma protocol and sharding,
but also hopes that the circulation of Filecoin on IPFS and the efficiency of the whole
network will improve. Myou will continue to embrace the latest proven technologies
while gradually improving the Myou platform in the future.
In summary, Myou has four important principles in architecture design:
Myou strives to decentralize and de-trust.
Myou wants to stand on the shoulders of giants and not reinvent the wheel.
Myou will strive to balance computing performance with user experience.
Myou always regards vision and animation community as the ultimate goal of technology architecture.
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3.1 设计理念
目前，区块链动漫底层生态不明朗，大量动漫生态正在开发组建中，标准尚未统一
且如果动漫上链，性能堪忧。目前看到的动漫平台，机制简单，生命周期短。通证
经济设计是新的人才需求，懂区块链又懂动漫的人才稀缺。Myou所有核心逻辑以及
动漫运行逻辑将基于智能合约实现，并将所有动漫数字资产，动漫过程中的核心操
作和随机数生成结果等关键数据都记录在链上，一切行为公开透明。
关键数据之外的数据，如描述文字、图片、评价、信用等信息将被保存在IPFS之上，
并与相关智能合约建立链接。如此，Myou可以实现更好的可扩展性，并减少不必要
的燃费损失。
Myou既期待Plasma协议和sharding的技术突破，也希望IPFS上Filecoin的流通以及整
体网络效率的提升。在未来逐步完善Myou平台的同时，Myou将不断接纳最新的经
过验证的技术。
综上，Myou在架构设计上有4个重要的原则：
Myou力求去中心化和去信任化
Myou希望一直能站在巨人的肩膀上，不重新发明轮子
Myou会努力保证计算性能和用户体验的平衡
Myou始终将愿景和动漫社区作为技术架构的最终目的

3.2 New Economic and Ecological Network Based on MYOU TOKEN Animation Creation
1.Value - Creativity in the New Economic Era
Creative economy refers to the transformation of the influence of works and the individual influence of creators into real commercial value through the creation of
creators. As long as good works and ideas are good, they can get funds in Myou. If
you can't find a good project organization or user, you can quickly find the object of
9
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investment. The content assets are truly transformed into digital assets and creative
value, and the authors' personal value, creative power, creative value and capital
flow, information flow, etc. are transformed into real wealth. To break the current
blockade of the literary industry and the embarrassment of the creators, everyone
can invest in works and participate in the creation. In order to create quantifiable
value, create more TOKEN-based usage scenarios, and truly realize value tokenization.
2. Collaboration - Trust-based Cooperation
Through intelligent contract and consensus mechanism and Myou PoW+PoS consensus algorithm, the artificial trust obstacles in cooperation can be removed and
achieved.
After consensus, the allocation is automatically proportional.
3. Extension - Efficient Primary and Secondary Structure Contract Layer
Myou's main structure uses the classic six-tier block chain 3.0 architecture, and the
primary and secondary structure of the contract layer allows unlimited imagination.
Expansion performance. The whole network is balancing time and speed. Allow
animation developers on Myou chains to have their original owners
More subsidiary structures are added to the structure. Myou will serve as the main
"creative factory" to enrich the chain developers.
4. Efficiency - Application of Tool set
Tool set is the core part of Myou's creative process. Creation templates, such as
scriptwriter templates, are provided for the exclusive field of literary creation.Music
production synthesis template, advertising template and so on; Intelligent matching
with AI MATCHING creators and needs. Artificial-based Intelligent Content Creation
Engine AI Scribbler, which combines algorithm with intelligent search, can input keywords in the tool. Key information, intelligent creative writing, master more data,
facilitate the creator to create better content.
5. Integration - Eco-value System Based on TOKEN
Through TOKEN and blockchain technology, we can achieve efficient collaboration
on multidimensional value scale of transnational and cross-border. It combines the
interests of users, creators, demand-side, node participants, institutions and other
parties organically, and obtains due digital assets income through the contribution
and dissemination of content, so as to enable content ecology by economic incentives.
3.3 Main Chain + Multi-Side Chain
Myou fully considers the characteristics of high-intensity interaction and high
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real-time requirements of animation scene. Myou protocol uses PoW+PoS consensus main chain with high throughput, and cooperates with several animation/function
side chains with their own consensus mechanism to achieve security and efficiency
at the same time. Myou main chain is only used for the issuance of derivative digital
assets, settlement of transactions and transfer of value, while the operation of specific business (animation) is handed over to a more efficient side chain.
3.3.1 Main Chain Consensus Mechanism
Myou main chain adopts a hybrid consensus mechanism of PoW (Proof of Work)
+PoS (Proof of Stake). PoW also known as workload proof, according to the workload of miners as a chain of random selection of bookkeepers standard; the higher
the performance of the mine, the more the number, the greater the workload, the
higher the probability of obtaining the right to account, the greater the possibility of
obtaining the bookkeeping reward. PoS, also known as equity certificate, distributes
accounting rights according to the number and age of digital currency held by the
holder. Generally speaking, the more the holder has, the older the holder is, the
greater the probability of obtaining accounting rights and incentives. PoW + PoS is a
hybrid consensus algorithm that balances the roles of miners and users.
3.3.2 Margin Mechanism
Myou restricts the verifier's behavior by introducing margin mechanism into the PoS
part of mixed consensus. Myou's network node, "the verifier of lock-in margin", must
pay the margin (i.e. lock-in margin) before it can participate in the formation of blocks
and consensus.
If a verifier does anything Myou deems "invalid" or "malicious", his deposit will be
confiscated and his right to block and participate in consensus will be canceled.
The introduction of margin solves the problem of "nothing at stake", that is, the low
cost of doing bad things in classical PoS protocol. Now there is a price, and a verifier
who has been objectively proven to have done something wrong will pay for it.
3.3.3 Side Chain Based Expansion Scheme
Myou will give an implementation of Plasma Layered Side Chain Protocol. The goal
is to transfer a large number of intelligent contract calculations for functions or
animation to the side chain, rather than to execute them on the Mai chain. Side
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chains can start with a relatively small number of weak-centralized network architecture, and use PoA or DPoS as consensus algorithm (side chain issuers can choose
the most suitable consensus algorithm according to the actual situation), the number
of transactions per second may reach thousands.
This expansion scheme is an under-chain trading technology, relying on the bottom
of Myou main chain to achieve its security. It allows the creation of side chains
attached to your main chain. These side chains in turn can produce their own side
chains, their side chains can also produce their side chains, and so on.
As a result, we can perform many complex operations at the side chain level, run
animation IP with tens of millions of users, and interact as little as possible with the
Myou main chain. These side chains can be operated faster and at a lower transaction cost because they do not need to retain copies throughout the Myou block chain.

If a Myou-based animation company wants to create a Myou-based block chain
animation IP (such as Naruto), then they need:
1.Create corresponding animation IP, i.e. copyright, on your main chain. These cards
will conform to LRC721 standard (a virtual goods protocol running on you).
2.Create a set of smart contracts on your main chain (Myou platform will provide
basic templates and custom interfaces) as root contracts of side chains. It contains
the "state trading rules" of animation. Record the hash of the state of the side chain
and include the rules for transferring assets between the main chain and the side
chain.
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3.Use the baas interface provided by Myou to create side chains, and choose the
consensus algorithm of side chains according to your preferences (detailed below).
At the same time, choose the appropriate network architecture and node operation
mode to start the operation of the side chain.
Once the side chain is created and activated, the block producer will make periodic
declarations to the root contract (when new blocks are created). These statements
are recorded in the Mai chain where the root contract is located as evidence of the
calculation of the side chain.
Myou's expansion scheme allows for the expansion of the interaction of digital
assets based on block chains. These assets need to be created on the main chain
of Myou, moved to the side chain through the root contract, and then deployed on the
sub-chain with all the animation logic and rules of the actual animation application
intelligent contract.
When users watch animation, they only interact with side chains. They watch animation is equivalent to exchange with MYOU COIN and interact with other users without
directly interacting with the main chain. Because only a very small number of nodes
in the side chain (i.e. block producers) have to deal with transactions, transaction
costs are low and operations are fast.
3.3.4 Smart Contract
After multiple creators joined Myou, they joined in the development of an intelligent
contract for the management of creative progress and the eventual revenue sharing.
Contract broadcast diffusion coexists in block chains.
Smart contracts constructed by block chains are automatically executed when conditions are satisfied, and the digital asset MYOU coins on block chains are automatically allocated according to prior consensus. Compared with the current situation of
the creative industry, the smart contract can be automatically executed without any
third party because it can not be tampered with. Using intelligent contract to distribute benefits can better protect the interests of creators, so that creators can create
with ease, there will be no hard work but ultimately no return.
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3.3.5 Distributed Resource Storage
Myou will support IPFS (Distributed Storage System) when IPFS technology
matures, so that each file has a unique address. IPFS is a distributed storage system
based on P2. It aims to build a centralized storage network, support the sharing and
transmission of tens of billions of files across the peer-to-peer network, completely
change the storage mode of data, and maximize the performance of digital information storage and access. In addition, using the traditional hash value test code, when
the creative document is slightly modified, it will be recognized as a new work, which
is prone to copyright disputes. Myou will upload the files completely and store them
in IPFS permanently. When copyright disputes arise, it can be judged by comparing
the similarity of the files, which better guarantees the rights and interests of the
creators.
When copyright disputes occur, Merkle can be used to quickly retrieve and display
works to complete copyright verification. IPFS uses Merkle data structure, which is
characterized by content-based addressing, object persistent storage, support for
arbitrary data structure modeling, tolerance of network partitioning and merging. It is
a trusted, decentralized and persistent Web.
3.4 State Channel
State channel is a technology for off-chain transactions and other state updates.
What happens in a state channel remains highly secure and unchangeable: if anything goes wrong, Myou can choose to go back to the chain, close the channel, and
release the locked assets.
The concept of payment channels has existed for many years, such as the lightning
network on the bitcoin block chain. State channels can be used not only for payment,
but also for arbitrary state updates on block chains, like changing the internal state
of intelligent contracts. In 2015, Jeff Coleman first described the state channel in
detail.
Myou animation contract application and limitation
The state channel is very useful in applications requiring frequent contract interactions, which can effectively expand and improve the carrying capacity of block
chains. There are some tradeoffs about whether a DApp is suitable for channelization:
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A. State channel depends on validity
B. Many application scenarios will hand in a lot of status updates over a long period
of time
C. Parties are relatively fixed in a single contract
D. The operation of animation needs some privacy
Everything happens "internally" in the channel between participants, rather than
broadcasting and recording on the chain. Only the initial and final transactions must
be made public.
E. The instantaneous termination of state channels
As long as the participants in the animation contract sign a status update, the status
can be considered as the final state. Both sides have high confidence in this; if necessary, they can "enforce" the status at any time on the main chain.
3.5 Cross-Chain Interaction
The decentralized animation ecosystem of Myou protocol also includes animation
and platform based on other third-party public chains. To transfer assets across
chains and platforms, the decentralized assets trading capability brought by
cross-chain technology is needed.
Current mainstream cross-chain technologies include:
1. Notary schemes
2. Side Tokens/relays
3. Hash-locking
3.6 Product Core Construction
3.6.1 Work flow Platform
To meet the needs of different parties, Myou platform provides users with an iterative
collaboration template contract tool. Users can purchase the most appropriate transaction collaboration template by paying TOKEN. Group users can enjoy additional
advanced functions by paying.
3.6.2 Creation Studio
Users can organize DCO organizations dynamically and the DCO organizations
form basic community form around user self-construction.
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3.6.3 Bidding Auction Center
There are special bidding centers on the platform, and individuals can bid and invite
bids.
3.6.4 Intelligent Matching
With "Intelligent Big Data" as the core, the database of user's characteristics (experience, skills, etc.) and project features (categories, functions) is established to match
accurately.
3.6.5 AI Scribbler Content Creation Engine
Intelligent creative writing is carried out by using algorithm combined with intelligent
search of SEO and inputting effective key information such as keywords into the tool.
3.6.6 Ecological Platform
Myou has a perfect API system, combined with custom TOKEN and promotion
mode, to form a complete creative ecosystem.
3.7 Myou Self-Organizing Community
The whole Myou community is a self-organizing form, a dynamic multi-centralized
user system. The studio organizers pay the corresponding MYOU TOKEN to organize themselves into a form of collaborative creation around the needs. When MYOU
self-organization is established, intelligent contracts are formulated according to
collaboration needs and validated by multiple parties. MYOU studio establishes
community relations in products according to needs, carries out community maintenance and task release around its own needs and creations, establishes reward
rules according to intelligent contract rules, and forms effective community self-operation.
Myou platform will have a lot of animation support in the future to embrace personal
designers and artists in a decentralized way, especially animation based on VR technology. It is urgent for high-quality content producers and designers to provide users
with fresh and interesting 3D virtual objects.
Designers can publish their works to Myou platform based on. BC codec protocol,
and set pricing, trading methods, attributes, stories and so on for different animation
IP in a free way. Finally, the unique digital asset chain is generated.
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3.8 DAICO Protocol
3.8.1 Implementation of DAICO
The DAICO contract is issued by a development team that needs to raise funds. The
DAICO contract starts with the Contribution Mode, which specifies a mechanism
whereby everyone can contribute MYOU COIN to the contract and receive the corresponding tokens. It can be either a capped sale, a unlimited sale, a Dutch auction,
an interactive token issuance, a KYC dynamic individual capped sale or any mechanism chosen by the team. When the contribution phase is over, it is impossible to
continue contributing MYOU. The initial token balance will be set, and then the token
can be traded.
At the end of the contribution phase, the contract has a main state variable: tap
(go/sec, go is the smallest unit of the Myou monetary system), with an initial value of
zero. Tap determines the amount that the development team can propose from the
contract every second. Through the following realization:
tap: num(go / sec)
lastWithdrawn: timestamp # 将时间值初始化为贡献结束时间
@public def withdraw():
send(self.owner, (block.timestamp - self.lastWithdrawn) * self.tap)

self.lastWith-

drawn = block.timestamp
@private def modify_tap(new_tap: num(go / sec)):
self.withdraw()
self.tap = new_tap
Both schemes can be initiated by a majority vote of arbitration (e.g. yes-no-absent/6
> 0). Note that the tap value cannot be reduced by voting. Owners can voluntarily
reduce tap value, but they can not unilaterally increase tap value.
The goal is that voters can give the development team a reasonable but not too high
monthly budget, which can be improved by voting if the team continues to demonstrate its ability. If voters are not satisfied with the team's development progress, they
can shut down DAICO completely and withdraw their own funds .
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3.8.2 Game Security
Any voting system faces 51% attacks, bribery and other game flaws. Any ICO is at
risk of team irresponsibility or project fraud. In DAICO, these risks are minimized
unless developers and voters join forces to cause damage.
· 51% Attacks to Improve tap - Honest developers can spontaneously reduce tap or
not withdraw excess funds.
· Developers abuse funds instead of focusing on project progress - Voters can
increase tap value less quickly, and even if tap value increases, voters can self-destruct contracts at any time.
· 51% Attacks Can Self-Destruct Contracts - Honest Developers Can Release a
DAICO.
Note that there are two potential 51% attacks:
1) sending funds to the third party chosen by the attacker;
2) lowering tap value and locking funds in the contract forever are not allowed in the
system.
3.8.3 Other Plays to Try
· Set tap to USD / sec (how many dollars per second)
· Some other encrypted currency is used to raise funds instead of MYOU
· Try other machines besides simple voting system
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4 Product design based on Myou protocol
4.1 Global Blockchain Animation Investment Incubation Ecology
The animation developer of the Myou platform can announce the animation project
on the Myou platform, release the ICO, obtain the funds for early animation development, and enable users to participate in the animation development process from the
early stage. Developers with user support can easily develop and distribute their own
animations. Myou Platform is committed to providing a publishing environment
where every developer can survive, grow and succeed.

The Myou platform follows the DAICO model proposed by Vitalik (founder of Ethereum). Any ICO is at risk of team irresponsibility or the project is just a scam. Any voting
system faces 51% of attacks, bribery votes and other game defects. In DAICO, these
risks are minimized.
4.1.1 Animation digital assets and currency issuance
Like ERC20 and ERC721 in the Ethereum community, Myou can support one-click
publishing of fungible & non fungible digital assets.
4.1.2 Animation IP Creative Crowdfunding and ICO
Animation developers with planning abilities can issue and pre-sell tokens circulating
in future animations, and obtain the necessary funds and resources for developing
animation creations by ICO.
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The chaos of the blockchain ICO industry is a fact that everyone has seen. Myou not
only opposes the opacity of the animation project's abuse of financing and development progress, but also opposes speculators selling the tokens in the early stage to
sell in the secondary market, thus causing later investors to have bad expectations
for the project.
Myou believes that the blockchain itself is precisely the answer to this problem:
· Smart contract-based DAICO effectively limits the behavior of animation developers, forcing them to use funds reasonably and regularly disclose development progress and disclosure codes.
· Locking warehouse + automatic release based on smart contract has rationally
regulated the behavior of investors, which not only ensures the reasonable income
of investors, but also forces them to invest in a long-term perspective, doing various
KYCs and indirectly reducing investment risk.
4.2 Decentralized animation achievements and rankings
Myou will help the animation operators on the platform to establish an open and
transparent ranking system and establish the achievement and ranking reward
agreement GORAP (Myou Ranking & Achievements Protocol). Each animation IP
will implement its own specific rules in accordance with this agreement.
4.2.1 MYOU ID System
The wallet address of each Myou platform participant will automatically become its
unique ID and proof. Unlike the Ethereum network, Myou's wallet address will have
real-name authentication, recoverable, and settable permissions.
4.2.2 Prize Pool, Ranking and Achievement Incentive Agreement
A single anime IP will set up a prize pool that is open and transparent and based on
smart contracts.
Achievement and ranking values are used as Oracle inputs for smart contracts, and
automatically trigger the logic of reward distribution to achieve the distribution of
corresponding digital assets.
4.3 Decentralization and promotion of incentive ecology
Myou offers a groundbreaking incentive and multi-level recommendation system that
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allows users to earn revenue in animation and social events, as well as earn rebates
from payments from other users. By adding Myou, developers will reduce their marketing expenses and earn additional revenue from other animation on the platform.
In the process of contributing to the platform by users and developers, the platform
will reward them in the form of reward tokens. The definitions for platform contributors and the rewards they may receive are as follows:
• Highly active users: 10% of the daily token consumption is returned;
• Proxy User & Room Host: When a new user developed by a proxy user becomes
a highly active user, the proxy user receives a token reward;
• High-quality animation developers: provide token rewards for animation developers
who provide high-quality animations;
• Help developers to do animation ICO release and provide token rewards
• Candy Reward: The platform regularly distributes candy to users and developers to
thank users for their support of the platform.
Myou provides animation community, live broadcast platform and evaluation content
publishing platform. Integrate the existing participants in the animation industry,
including excellent appraisers, KOL masters, etc., to encourage eco-contributors in
a decentralized way, so that excellent animations can stand out, or can become an
explosion of animation, bring aggregation effect And make all participants of the
Myou platform benefit.
4.4 Artist Community
4.4.1 The right of confirmation on chain of artistic work
Myou offers digital assetization and one-click winding operations for artwork based
on the .bc Codec protocol.
4.4.2 Sharing of the auction and use of the work
Decentralized transactions and usage rights sharing based on smart contracts and
multi-signature wallets.
The platform will assign third-party witnesses to participate in the creation of a
multi-signature wallet. If the two of three parties have signed the transaction, they
can complete the transaction or use rights sharing of a digital asset. In the event of
a dispute, a third-party witness enters the venue and mediates the dispute reasonably. The witness can also obtain the corresponding MYOU token as an incentive.
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4.4.3 Evaluation
The artist will be loved by his work and will receive the DLV Token and it indirectly
affects its influence and identity level on the Myou platform.
4.5 Myou Developer Community
Myou will provide animation developers with SDK/API support for all major platforms, as well as a wide range of technical support and platform solutions. And this
is inseparable from a strong developer community.
Myou will have extensive support for animations on Android / iOS / Unity / Oculus /
HTC Vive / HTML / Windows / MacOS and other platforms, which requires developers from all walks of life around the world to participate in the animation 2.0 and
animation The revolution of blockchaining.
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Myou Incentivized Economy
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5.1 Myou Community
The Myou community includes:
Users
Creator
Demanders
Alliance Institutions
Evaluator
Disseminator
Other service providers
5.1.1 User
In the design of your products, the author and the demand-side , as two-end drivers
(rewarder), use effective incentive stimulation (TOKEN) to distribute, so that Promotor, communicator and reader are not only the acquisition side of content, but also
the enzymatic medium in the whole ecosystem. Through social interaction and content sharing, they can form effective social communication.
5.1.2 Creator
Traditional animation development embracing block chain technology, or individuals
with animation planning and R&D capabilities, use Myou platform to achieve the
landing, iteration and commercial transformation of animation products in a decentralized way.Creators include: creative workers, writers, artists, designers, musicians, composers, painte Rs, poets, novelists and so on. The creator acts as the
content producer in the platform. When its output content, will receive the corresponding compensation and incentives, Myou according to the patent algorithm to
confirm the brand value of an author, to provide the author with an intelligent salary
system and bonus system.
5.1.3 Demand-side
With the needs of individuals, film and television companies, music and art institutions, advertising companies, self-media, marketing companies and publishing
houses as carriers, we can meet the core demands of high freshness of new content,
and produce customized hatching works for them.
5.1.4 Alliance Institutions
Certified institutional companies can initiate and manage an ICO by paying MYOU
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TOKEN. Institutional companies can operate and manage themselves. All processes protect institutional privacy.
5.1.5 Evaluator
Ordinary animation users can freely switch to the role of assessor by publishing
professional assessment articles and scores. The content and professional opinions
of the assessors will also be commented on by the whole community.
Excellent evaluation articles/suggestions for improvement will bring good MYOU
Token returns to the assessor, as well as DLV Token, a secondary credit card.
5.1.6 Disseminators
Including platform introducers, animation founders.
· Platform Introducers
Existing users who bring new users into Myou platform will receive MYOU Token
incentives through the PoN (Proof of Number) consensus.
· Finder of animation
Call for the new animation on the platform, through contributing content, introducing
play, paid advertising and other forms to bring Myou users to the new animation
discoverer.
Discoverers will gain promotional benefits through smart contracts, and a percentage of the recharge revenue of the users brought into the new animation will be sent
to the discoverers. Promotion benefits will be calculated at a maximum of five levels.
5.1.7 Other Service Providers
Other service providers involved in Myou platform construction and maintenance.
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6 Governance
We need to think about what an organization is. From a structural point of view, an
organization is a set of protocols between different actors and entities (e.g., people,
other organizations, and machines). These protocols exist in the form of contracts
and internal rules, formal or informal agreements, guidelines, processes, and procedures. In general, this guidebook specifies the distinct responsibilities for different
organizational entities (such as management, employees, and owners), property
rights, payments, and other elements of organizational operations. They also define
relationships with entities such as third parties, suppliers, customers, government
agencies, and other stakeholders.
In the ecosystem of distributed asset management, we need automated protocols
written on blockchain- based smart contracts that are open, secure, and can provide
accountability and transparency. In addition, each party can be confident that the
promise will be truly preserved. Therefore, we have established a governance model
for distributed asset management in combination with blockchain smart contracts
and centralized management—— ‘Three Rights Distributive Organization’
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The fundamental goal of the governance concept of the “three-rights decentralized
organization” is to form a trustless and decentralized animation ecology.
Organization 1 Animation Artist
Organizations (or individuals) with animation design and development capabilities
can initiate crowdfunding and properly utilize the funds raised to design and operate animations.
Organization 2 User Community
Ordinary users and potential audiences. The user community are able to supervise
animation artists to properly use the funds raised.
Organization 3 Artist and Artist Community
Infrastructure R&D and ecological maintainers.
Note that every type of organization is a distributed form, playing mutual games
and consensus. Organizations can also switch between organizations, and organize consensus within the organization. Organizational transformation allows
resources to fully embody value in the governance process, and to ensure the
efficiency, effectiveness, and security of consensus within and between organizations. The governance model might shift to DAO after TPS of the Myou blockchain
reaches millions.
The Myou Protocol's “three-power separation” governance model relies on blockchain smart contracts as well as on centralized organizations (individuals). The
Myou governance model is between distributed autonomous organizations (DAO)
and centralized organizations.
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Core team
Reza Far CEO
CEO of E.D.I HOLDINGS
CEO OF PFA Trading and traffic control
CEO OF green Square Holdings Canada
CEO of World Trust in Dubai
He was awarded the TOP10 Canadian Young
Entrepreneur Award in 1998, 1999 and 2001 and
has held senior positions in various groups in the
Middle East, covering real estate, information
technology, logistics, crude oil and other industries.

Ivan Koma CTO
Bachelor of Computer Science from University
of Toronto, Canada, Master in MIT Computer
Engineering, Senior Software Architect.
He has worked at Microsoft Research as a
senior software engineer, leading the research
team to design and develop a software infrastructure for the global data center.

Manuel Giner CFO
MBA from New York University, EMBA from University of London, double bachelor in Finance &
Accounting from University of Barcelona, CFA
holder, served as a well-known investment bank
such as Goldman Sachs, Citigroup and Blackstone, with more than 10 years of experience in
traditional industry and blockchain industry
investment analysis.
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Viktoriia Baklanova CMO
Master of Marketing from University of California, Berkeley. He worked at FaceBook, General
Motors, Oracle and other corporations. He is a
senior media practitioners, with rich media
resources, maintain good relations with a
number of international large media and has
great experience in community operations and
market public relations. He entered the blockchain industry and has been working on project
incubation, investment mergers and acquisitions, and marketing promotion since 2017.
Boris Radunovic
Director of Animation Operations
Bachelor of Computer Science from the University of California, Irvine.
He was a R&D engineer at Pixar Animation
Studio and has participated in the development
of core products such as Star Wars and Monster
University. He has many years of experience in
market operations and familiar with European
and American market development, product
analysis, customer mining etc.
Tom aka Vlad

Blockchain Expert

Master of Distributed Systems from Moscow
University.
Chief Scientist from Bit Fund, Bitcoin Early
Investor, Elector in Zcash Coummunity, Bitfine
Shareholder. He has been involved in the construction of the Bitcoin community and related
investments since 2013. He worked for Argo AI
as an architect and he is also a consultant for
excellent blockchain projects such as IOST,
DATA and Hydro.
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Advisory Board
Heyuan Lingxu Composer
【Works】
AKB48 "Wind and Blow"
Naimu 46 "The World is a lonely Lover"
Hunan Satellite TV "Where is Dad?" BGM Creation Tencent
"King of the Glory" theme song creation

Nan Yun Zhijia Color Research Authority
【Experience】
President of the International Color Association
Professor, Design Institute of China Communication University Line

【Works】
"Toyota Prius" car color
"Shiseido" brand color
"Ghibli Studio Hayao Miyazaki" animation color card
Maeda Yuki Cartoonist
【Reward】
Weekly juvenile JUMP genius, a comic book, final candidate
hand-picked final candidate
Monthly Youth Awards
【Works】
"full time hunter"
"The devil Asscher is calling you."
Kato Scorpion Etiquette Expert
【Main Area】
Social etiquette|Dinner etiquette|Clothing accessories and etiquette

【Serve】
Ritz Royal Hotel
St.Regis
LE CREUSEU
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Investors and partners
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MYOU Pass Release Plan
The initial allocation ratio Myou Genesis Block generates a total of 990 million MYOU
Token according to computer time, where:

01 - 30%：For cornerstone investors and community public equity
02 - 15%：Used to report the ongoing contribution of the founding team and the
development team during the development of the Myou Protocol (locking mechanism)
03 - 15%：Partners and cross-holding coins
04 - 30%：Myou Foundation
05 - 10%：Airdrops and ecological incentives in front of the main online line
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Roadmap
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Disclaimers
Except those specifically provided in this White Paper, Myou Platform makes no
statement or guarantee in relation to Myou or MYOU Token (especially in relation to
its merchantability and specific functions). The participation in MYOU Token ICO and
the purchase of MYOU Token in any amount should be based on user’s knowledge
and understanding of the Myou and MYOU Token as well as information stated in
this White Paper. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing statements, all
participators will accept MYOU Token on the basis of the then situations when the
Myou project is launched, regardless of the technical specifications, parameters,
performance or functions, etc.
Myou hereby specifically refuses to recognize or assume responsibilities for the
following events:
●Any purchaser violates any anti-money laundering law, terrorist financing laws or
other regulations in the host country, when purchasing MYOU Token;
●Any purchaser violates any statement, guarantee, obligations, commitment or
other requirements provided in this White Paper, when purchasing MYOU Token,
resulting in inability to pay or to extract such MYOU Token;
●MYOU Token ICO plan is given up for any reason;
●Myou development fails, postpones or delays, resulting in inability to deliver or
delayed delivery of MYOU Tokens;
●Platform failures caused by technical issues in Ethereum or related source codes,
including bugs, errors, defects, breakdown, rollback or hard fork;
●Use of funds raised through ICO;
●Any participator leaks, loses or damages his/her private key in relation to the digital
cryptocurrency or tokens;
●The default, violation of related regulations, right infringement, breakdown, crash,
service interruption or suspension, fraud, misoperation, misconduct, fault, negligence, bankruptcy, liquidation, dismissal or shutdown of any cooperator of MYOU
Token ICO:
●Transactions or speculative acts of any person in relation to MYOU Token;
●MYOU gets listed or delisted by any transaction exchange;
●MYOU Token is recognized by any governmental authority, competent authority or
public institution as a type of currency, securities, commercial bills, negotiable bills,
investment goods or anything of other natures, resulting in that it is prohibited, supervised or restricted by law;
●Any and all damages, loss, claim, liabilities, punishment, costs or other negative
impacts arising from or in relation to any risk disclosed herein.
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Risk Statement
Myou developer and operator teams believe that there will be innumerable risks in
the development, maintenance and operation of Myou platform, and many of
these risks are beyond the reasonable control of Myou developer and operator
teams Except those expressly provided in this White Paper, every purchaser of
MYOU Token should read carefully and fully understand the following risks, before
any decision is made as to whether or not to participate in the ICO.
A fact must be noted by all purchasers of MYOU Token that despite that Myou
development and operation entity is established in Tokyo Japan, Myou and MYOU
Token shall only exist in virtual network and has no concrete existence, and therefore do not belong to or involve any specific country.
The participation in this ICO is a decision made upon careful and thorough reflections and shall be deemed as that the purchaser is fully aware of and accepts the
following risks:
1) ICO plan aborted
The MYOU Token ICO plan may be terminated or aborted ahead of schedule, for
which reason, the purchaser may be refunded by a part of the payment made, due
to the price fluctuation of Bitcoin/Ethers and the expenses by Myou developer and
operator teams.
2) Insufficient information provision
Myou is still under development by the date when this White Paper is issued, and
its philosophy, consensus mechanism, algorithms, codes and other technical details
and specifications may be subject to frequent updates and changes from time to
time. Notwithstanding that the White Paper has included the up-to-date information of Myou at the time of its publication, such information may not be absolutely
complete and may be adjusted and updated by Myou developer and operator
teams from time to time for specific purposes. Myou developer and operator
teams are incapable of and has no liabilities to inform participators of every detail
in relation to Myou development (including progress, anticipated milestone, possible delay), and therefore purchasers may not be able to access all information generated from time to time in the development of Myou platform. Information disclosure may be inevitably and reasonably insufficient.
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3) Regulatory measures
Cryptocurrencies are being included by competent authorities of various countries
in strengthened supervision and control. Myou developer and operator teams may
receive inquiries, notification, warning, orders or ruling issued by one or more competent authorities from time to time, and may even be demanded to suspend or
permanently terminate any action in relation the ICO, or the development of Myou
or MYOU Token. The development, marketing, advertising or other activities of
Myou and the ICO may be materially affected, hindered or terminated. The existing
permission or tolerance in any country to Myou or this ICO may be only provisional, as their regulatory policies may change from time to time. MYOU Token may be
defined any time in any country as a virtual commodity, digital asset or even a type
of securities or currency, and therefore local regulatory requirements may be exerted and the transaction or holding of MYOU Token may be prohibited.
4) Cryptology
Cryptology keeps evolving continuously, and therefore no warranty can be made
as to its security throughout the process. The advancement of cryptology (such as
decryption technology) or other technological development (such as quantum
computers), may bring risks to cryptology based systems (including Myou). This
may lead to theft, loss, disappearance, destruction or depreciation of MYOU Token.
To the reasonable extent, Myou developer and operator teams may get prepared
and take preventive or remedial measures, including upgrading of Myou underlying protocols in response to an advancement of cryptology and the introduction of
any new and reasonable security measures. The future development of cryptology
and security innovation cannot be predicted, and therefore Myou developer and
operator teams will pool all their efforts to keep up with latest development of
cryptology and security protection.
5) Development failed or abandoned
Myou is currently at its development stage, and is not yet ready to release its products. Given the complicity of technologies in Myou systems, Myou developer and
operator teams may be confronted with unpredictable and/or invincible challenges. Therefore, the development of Myou may fail or be aborted at any time and for
any reason (such as the lack of fund support), and such development failure or
abortion may lead to inability to deliver MYOU Token to any purchaser in this ICO.
6) Loss of crowdfunding funds
The funds Myou platform receives in ICO may be subject to theft or attempted
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theft. Such theft or attempted theft may impair the capacity of Myou developer and
operator teams to in providing fund support to Myou development activities. Notwithstanding that Myou developer and operator teams will take the most cutting-edge
solutions to protect such funds raised in the crowdfunding, some network theft can
hardly be prevented anyway.
7) Source code flaws
No one can warrant or guarantee that the source codes of Myou are totally free from
defects. The possible defects, errors, flaws and bugs in such source codes may lead
to functionality failure of certain features, exposure of user information or other
issues. The existence of such defects will impair the availability, stability or security
of Myou, and causes negative influence to the values of MYOU Token.
8) Security vulnerabilities
Myou blockToken is based on open-source software and involves distributed ledgers
with no admittance license. Despite the efforts of Myou developer and operator
teams in maintaining the security of Myou systems, any person may intentionally or
unintentionally bring the vulnerability or defect to the core architecture. Myou developer and operator team may not be able to prevent or remedy these vulnerabilities
or defects by the security measures taken. This may finally lead to loss of MYOU
Token or other cryptocurrency of participators.
9) Distributed Denial of Service (DMYOU) atMYOUk
Ethereum is designed with open ledgers are free from admittance licenses, and
therefore it may be exposed to Distributed Denial of Service (DMYOU) atMYOUks
from time to time. Such atMYOUks may result in negative impacts to, or suspension
or crash down of the Myou systems, which may further lead to delayed input or
recording of any data into the Ethereum blockToken, or may lead to temporary operation interruption.
10) Insufficient processing capacity
The quick development of Myou is inevitably accompanied by sharp increases of
transaction volume and demands for processing capacity. If the demands for
processing capacity increase and overload the node in the Ethereum network, it may
lead to outage or interruption of Myou network, in which case fraud or error may
occur to the pending transactions, such as the problem of “double charging”. In the
worst situations, anyone may lose his/her MYOU Tokens and the Ethereum blockToken may roll back or create hard fork may be triggered. These events will impair the
availability, stability and security of Myou and lead to depreciation of MYOU Token.
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11) Unauthorized claim of MYOU Token to be issued
Any person who gains access, by means of decryption or cracking, to the E-Mail or
account of a purchase will be able to maliciously access the MYOU Tokens to be
sold to such holder. As such, the MYOU Tokens to be sold to the purchaser may be
sent wrongly to any person who may claim the MYOU Tokens via the E-Mail address
or registered account of the purchaser. This process is irrevocable and irreversible.
Every purchaser of MYOU Token should properly maintain the security of his E-Mail
or registered account by taking the following actions: (i) use high security level password; (ii) NOT open or reply any fraud E-Mail; and (iii) strictly protect the confidentiality and personal information.
12) MYOU Token wallet private key
The loss or damage of the private key required to receive the MYOU Tokens is
irreversible. MYOU Token may only be manipulated using the unique public key and
private key that are stored locally or online in the MYOU Token wallet. Every
purchaser should keep his MYOU Token private key in good custody. If a purchaser
of MYOU Token gets his private key lost, missing, leaked, damaged or stolen,
neither Myou developer and operator teams nor any other person can do anything to
recover such MYOU Tokens for the purchaser.
13) Popularity
The value of MYOU Token depends to a very large extent on the popularity of Myou
platform. Myou does not anticipate that Myou becomes welcomed, prevailing or
extensively adopted in a short period after ICO. In the worst situations, Myou may be
marginalized for a long period and only attracts a small group of users. In comparison, a large portion of demands for MYOU Token may be based on speculation
natures. The lack of users may result in increased price fluctuation and further
impact the long-term development of Myou. When the price fluctuation occurs, Myou
developer and operator teams will NOT (and are not liable to) take any action to
stabilize or influence the market price of MYOU Token.
14) Price fluctuation
The price of a cryptocurrency usually fluctuates dramatically if it gets listed on public
exchanges. Short-term price fluctuation occurs from time to time. The token may be
priced by Bitcoin, Ethers, US dollars or other legal currency. The price fluctuation
may be attributed to market forces (including speculation), changes of regulatory
policies, technology innovation, exchange availability and other objective factors,
and such fluctuation also reflects the changes of demand-supply relationship. Myou
developer and operator team shall assume no responsibility for transactions of
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MYOU Token in any Tier-2 market (if any). Therefore, Myou developer and operator
teams are not liable to stabilize the prices of MYOU Token. Holders must take full
responsibilities for all risks in relation to the transaction prices of MYOU Token.
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